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Miss contestants.
Junior Miss is filled with the freshness
and loveliness
of youth the courtesy and
manners of a lady. . . . She has an ability to
Junior
"A

inspire others, not only in her own age group,
but also the younger,
more impressionable
girls. She has a natural beauty, without too

)

glamor, including a dazzling clear skin
sparkling eyes, as well as a radiant
natural smile too.
A Junior Miss has a

much
and
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own

Misshasaconviction that, inhelping others,
she is helping herself. She has, a Junior Miss
that is, has a deep sense of respect and

J

humility.
Cordray,
Friday
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Master
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confidence based on a charm of her
that glows from within. . . . And a Junior

youthful
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Robert
at the

pageant.

"Idon'tfeelthatl'm really any better than
anybody else. Actually,
the pageant seems
like a job."
Kathy Lynne Bosko, 1973
Junior Miss, in conversation.
No

Shadows

The Ohio
Junior Miss Pageant, held
MountVernon last weekend, was honestly
mind-expandin-

experience,

g

once

in
a
one

Jepts that the mind can be expanded
laterally as well as vertically.
It was an
f encounter with a separate culture, one which
Kenyon
students, judging from general
campus
reaction, are too apt to dismiss as
I

superficial

crass. But these people
they're not shadows. Their
Qualities of
sincerity and earnestness were
,ery clear.
also;
Their pragmatism
ov"helmingly, the contestants I spoke with
entered the pageant
f
because they need a
allege scholarship, and
this is, they feel,
main benefit of the pageant:
the chance to
actualize potential,
and, for the winner, to
hange, for a
ticket to college, the right to
displayed as a symbol of young
really

and

exist;

I

Cynthia Marie Meyer accepts her roses as 1974 Ohio Junior Miss.
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Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio 43022
and I am presently employed by a dentist in
"
the
Middletown." from
"Has-Beens-

presentation Saturday night.
"What I'm studying to go into is dance
therapy with emotionally disturbed people.
You notice I say 'emotionally disturbed' and
not 'mentally ill' because I don't feel they're
classed properly as mentally ill, they're just
people with a lot of emotions they can't live
with and dance therapy is a way of opening up.
I'd like to eventually get into this, now
I've had a lot of offers for modeling" Kathy
Bosko, in conversation.
The Motive: Scholarships
"I plan on going to college. The reason I
entered the pageant is for the scholarship,

...

'causelcan'tgounlesslgetascholarship.
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I'm working on twirling scholarships from

.
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some universities, but they're difficult to
get." Phyllis Vanarsdale, a contestant,
Saturday after performance.
"What's good is the chance to get so much
money in scholarships. There's really no
way that I can go to college and have a car
unless I get a scholarship it'd be great."
Ginny Albaugh, a contestant, in conversation
Friday.
"That was the main reason I got into it: the
thousand dollar scholarship would put me
through at least a semester of school."
Kathy Bosko, in conversation.
"Final Awards, Ohio Junior Miss: Mount
Vernon Nazarene $500 Scholarship; Mt.
Vernon Area Jr. Miss Scholarships funds
Buckeye
Mart $50
$500 Scholarship;
Wardrobe Certificate; Fashion 70 $500
cont. on p. 4
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The view from here

LETTERS

Publications and Politics

q

The status of publications at Kenyon has become more fragile, more endanger?::
ever. Though this space has been usually reserved for a statement of editorial polk:
incoming editors, certain exigencies have asserted themselves this past week that de:
consideration. That politics and publications have been yoked together so unshakeably r
us pause to wonder whether indeed we ought to continue in our present capacity, whethf
newspaper and magazines should continue to publish, the radio station to broadcast
yearbook to be produced.
On Wednesday the editor attended a Campus Senate meeting. Our business there'
simple enough: a clarification of the difference between the powers and duties
members, and the Student Council,
Journalism Board, of which we are
the workings of the Finance Committee. The Journalism Board was formed last
in order to give publications an organ of protection from the whims, vendettas
antagonisms that editors traditionally have had to cope with in their dealings withS:
Council. The Journalism Board was also formulated to insure that publication
responsible to the College, that trust was not violated, standards maintained. The part
provision that worked to impart power to the Journalism Board was that a sum be alloca:-thJournalism Board bv the Finance Committee of Council and distributed as faithfc.
possible to the different publications excluding WKCO. KCO merited its own consider,
for a variety of reasons but it should be remembered that years before any of us came:
the station faced abandonment under pressures from Council. It now enjoys unqua
success. Certain publications face similar threats by this year's Council, for reason-arnot at all clear to the editors. We would be appalled to think that the pressures pre:
being applied to Perspective are the forces of personal animosity and intrusions of Co
into the realm of editorial policy. The Finance Committee has misread the text
Constitution to mean that they maintain the sole power of allocating funds to public
individually. This will mean the virtual impossibility of Perspective's appearance this
The magazine was printed twice last year with more pages that most previous
combined. Perspective is not the only publication to suffer; Reveille has continued tr:
problems of this kind, as KCO once did and Hika and Collegian may in the future.
Council maintains the exclusive right to fund activities, it remains totally with::
jurisdiction of Journalism Board, and, we contend, totally outside of the jurisdict
Council, to in any way suspend operations of a publication. Well, they don't do that; wha:
do is continue to construct obstacles to publications, continue to foment antagonisms.
always been the stand of the Journalism Board (previously the Pub Board) that whe:
publication is endangered, all are endangered. Under this organization the ca.;
Perspective might have been avoided.
Or could it, really? When we observed the machinations at Campus Senate,
thrown into serious doubt. Instead of a clarification we were treated to a reinterpretat
these powers of allocation, a reinterpretation that perfectly suited the officers of the
Council. President McGannon and Treasurer Barrie argued that as the Constitution re;:
powers of the Journalism Board encroached upon the domain of Council. This argy
smacks of equivocation and, we submit, gross distortions. Whether theirs is a
vindictive "interpretation", we don't know. What we do know is that we were
proper procedure was followed). Arguments were never advanced in our favc'
were never recognized and our faculty spokesman never allowed the opportunity to
articulate his responses to charges.) At Campus Senate they have a curious habit oft'
proposals without real discussional. Perhaps we were unknowing of political maneuvi
Now the Journalism Board has no right to distribute funds. Council always owned cont'
these funds (they could refuse to grant any as far as the Constitution is concerned
Journalism Board only owned the power to see that the funds allocated by Finance Comf
J
were fairly parcelled out.
The Journalism Board now awaits further consideration of the problem. It is I;
not as well known as it should be that Finance Committee simply does not have enough'":
distribute as generously as the diverse activities at Kenyon would require. Lectureship
be cut as well as the Film Society, how substantially we don't yet know. We might
whether the Trustees divert enough funds for student activities. Those on the
continually apologize for their allocations as matters of priority. Just111,
the priorities here? We are not arguing that publications should merit the
consideration. As of now, we are only to think we are the very last. It may well be that f"
not the interest or enthusiasm at Kenyon to support a newspaper, a literary maga!1"
general magazine, a yearbook, a radio station, and another recently suggested publics";
this is indeed the case, students, faculty, the Deans, Vice president, Provost, PrfS
Officers of the Student Council, Campus Senators, parents, trustees, and prosp
students should join with the editors in deploring this state of affairs. If the Collet''
afford publications, what in the realm of student activities can it comfortably include?';
often hear arguments from Council that Kenyon doesn't need these publications.
doesn't need Council either? For that matter it may only need some books, some tear
some students and occasional visits from Buckminister Fuller and Winter Consort. W
that the College does not want these publications. But the original, the real, perhaps""
power of the Journalism Board is to keep publications out of the hands of campus poli'";
r
Just as the publications follow
fortunes so does the Council. We have not',
for the right of allocation, only for the rather small claim of distribution. Not only .i
been denied to us but as of now Campus Senate has ignored our very presence, not only'1
meeting but it would seem on campus as well.
The future of publications at this college is still to be determined. As of now their;;
has been seriously undermined. We are not simply asking for due deliberation. If Sfl".
f :
Council do not think we merit that, our recourse must be somewhat in question.
longer asking for a clarification. It has become unpleasantly evident to us what1;
treatment we are subject to. Ultimately what we think of Council or Senate is not ;
either. But if this College continues to deceive itself as to the vital presence of pub""
we must be concerned.
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K.E.C. Goes
On behalf of the Kenyon Environmental
Committee I would like to thank all those who
are participating in our Recycling Program.
However, there are many students on
campus, notably those in Old Kenyon,
Leonard, and Hannah, who have not been able
even to make this small step towards a
cleaner environment. We would greatly
appreciate if in the future we had better
cooperation from the student body as a
whole, since recycling does benefit all of us.
We have now gone
also, and
cans along
will be collecting
with newspapers and bottles.
cans are seamless and easily crushable. All
materials for recycling can be deposited in
the cans located in the dorms or brought
directly to Garage No. 1 (next to the Town
Hall) at any time. We would also like to see
some more participation in the Saturday
morning collection program which is
announced in Newscope every other week.
People start pollution only people can stop
it.

Editors-in-chie-

f:

Mark

Block

and

Anthony Wood

Editorial Board: Gordon Hutner,
Kevin Martin, Matthew Winkler.
News: Brian Izenberg

Sports: Bob Gibson
Business Manager: George Ewing
Layout: Stacy Offner

Please address any comments to the
editors at PBX 289, P.O. Box 308, our
box at the S. A. C, or, in person, in our
office, PeirceNo. 1 (The Tower) from
Monday through Friday.
4-5:-
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LETTERS

winter in Vienna

cont. from p. 2
Impeach Nixon
TheOhioansto Impeach Nixon, Inc. has a
great need for workers to help with a
and petition drive. The organization
is based in Mt. Vernon, Ohio, and is working
in conjunction with the head organization in
Columbus, Ohio. The issue of impeachment
will be voted on by the House of
Representatives tentatively in April and the
vote hinges upon public support. The Ohioans
to Impeach Nixon needs its own support to
define impeachment in the minds of the
American public, to ask all individuals to
sign a petition calling for the impeachment of
Nixon, to present impeachment as the nonpartisan issue it really is, and to ask
everyone to write their Congressmen urging
them to vote for the impeachment of Richard
Nixon. Money is desperately needed to
counter an oncoming propaganda campaign
on the behalf of Nixon. It is imperative that
the public realizes that the moment to act is
now, and that impeachment, which is the only
equitable solution to the scandal, is
necessary not only for the present political
system, but for the protection of the Bill of
Rights in the generations to come. If you are
interested in helping, call
fund-raisin- g

crutches, with or without both legs. Wool
scarves tied tightly around their wrinkled
faces, dressed in black or brown, they get
there eventually. I feel sorry for them. Even

Lindner

1.

--

December It's snowing in
n As I look out my window into the
I can see the flakes
:i courtyard,
cng to stick on the strips of pavement
square patch of lawn. It's still not
uilownhard enough to rest on the two
:r.as which almost reach my window on
the third story. But the gutters hold
d ill only look at the sky and the roof
me, it looks
like a blizzard.
::.en plays on the radio, not Mozart,
the mood. The wind
blows, my
lablow, even though the windows are
shut, and my heater works, thank God.
m.

this slow city moves too quickly for them. I
think: they'd never last in New York.
I reach my street long after dark and the
snow is falling heavier than before. A
concert plays in the hall across the street.
Mozart. No, I think, it doesn't fit. Through
the courtyard, up three flights, lights on,
radio on, a Dvorak mass plays in c minor.
Yes, that's it. Christmas has arrived. In
Vienna. We are involuntarily depressed into
a religious mood. But I'm not religious like
that, I think. I switch the station and hear
Coltrane through the static. I turn back to
Dvorak. It's easier to listen to.
I think: in ten days I'll be in New York.
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pastime: eating
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city

prepares for Christmas
lights are up on at 4:00
dark, and I see lots of people

iiihten. The
:".:!;rows

home
as many

with

"Sackerls"

of

as they can carry and
-- i Every corner smells of Maronis
Kne nuts) which roast on small
-- actually
tin barrels filled with hot
old man with gloves which have no
sserves you ten for five Schillings in a
white paper bag. I never wait,
S'O'jrthem rightaway, leaving a trail of
behind me. But
the police haven't
Waieupyet. Konditorei windows tempt
'--

is

397-954-

Ohioans to Impeach Nixon, Inc.
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street. Luckily, they're just too
even get in the door. And the

pastime

No
eating thrives.
necessary for participation.
are the
e
signs indicating
you've been at it. Seeing the perfect
two
streets back (a crowded
-- Wei with
only four people) I decided I
'athungry. Newspapers
headline 25 C
mother and child skiing. "Amerika
to Jupiter,"
"The Svenks beat
with a lot
and head for the nearest cafe.
caies are hlisipr nrw wifh fhp fnlr!
aier.You can
hibernate. Papers rustle,
;;;ae hunch
over coffees which they can
--ca-
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chat holding
''Ps barely moving

hands, heads
so that no one
.'"hat they've bought their husband,
',or 'fiend. A
Graf reads his book in
erunder the mirror, and a musician
his biU after
-waitin? ten
7 Americans enter ln jeans,
JMly. They quickly take the first
lCase filled with Torten (cakes)
thelr voices. They
order coffee.
lki
iw.Tot coffee?" "What kind do ya'
V itiey take it with cream and lots of
"'N cream on top). And a Torte;
'Ha'eof "lose too. They split it. And

iT
i

--

ing another

one-iJ-

s

leave " disappointed that
HKjortn saving, and head for home
rstrasse- Mre lights, more
Ii T
COats' suede coats ln 0,6
stvi
Zhivago hats, heavy boots,
"lore
thei0168- Old people too are
bome but much slower
kotav Tay
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008 easv strides. They limp
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or without canes and
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Happy

trails

and comet

tails
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San Francisco,

December

12

As you

read this letter, a brilliant Harvard
psychologist and philosopher sits in prison
in California. Dr. Timothy Leary is in jail
Sign in Junior Miss dressing room. Story, p. because he trusted the
constitutional
guarantee of freedom of speech, and spoke
1.
out for the viewpoint he believed in.
Today, ten years after he recommended
decriminalization of marijuana, and after
of two presidential
concurrence
the
the American medical,
commissions,
psychiatric and bar associations, and the
drug commissions of India, Britain and
by Prof. Wm. Klein
Canada, Dr. Leary sits in prison for the
"crime" of being found in the presence of
Block has been kind enough to two
roaches.
lend me the might of the Collegian to discuss
now we are developing a national
Right
He
my
is
mind.
on
something that has been
to make people aware of the
campaign
a
not
become
determined that the paper
situation. This is being done by distributing
bulletin board, so if you infer any Timothy's latest writings, and through
information about current lectureship
various media projects which this publishing
events, it is purely accidental.
supports. Our latest initiative is a twenty-fiv- e
speakers
to
have
interesting
Wouldn't it be
million dollar lawsuit against the
comparative
to
who
lent themselves
is that the government for conspiracy to enforce the
My guess
observation?
laws capriciously, in order to
personalities are more interesting than what marijuana
suppress dissent in this country.
they have to say, which we always forget.
Since he was kidnapped and imprisoned
For comparison with Bucky Fuller and last January, Dr. Leary has published two
and
Margenau
Henry
HughKennerlhavegot
books. NEUROLOGIC ($2.95) is a concise
M. H. Abrams. Margenau is a retired
expression of the Leary philosophy today,
impeccable
professor with
physics
including the revisions and additions of the
academic credentials. He will speak of his past few years. STARSEED ($1.95) is a
like
is,
Abrams
Significance."
"Search for
speculation on the significance of the comet
Kenner, at the height of his powers, though he now within our solar system. These books
a
than
might be called a scholar rather
are available from STARSEED, 531 Pacific
critic. He will speak on "Coleridge and the Ave., San Francisco, California, 94133.
Romantic Vision," an essay prompted by Please make all checks payable to
Coleridge's bicentennial.
"STARSEED".
Margenau is speaking
Incidentally,
Timothy is well and, as always,
tonight, Thursday, January 24, in Bio. Aud. boundlessly optimistic. He sends you his
at 8:00 p.m. Abrams will be in the same place love.
at the same hour next Monday, January 28 Is
JOANNA LEARY
that too soon? Comments to Mr. Klein.

ULL THE

TIME!!,

Morganau to
speak tonight
Co-Edit-

or
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Ohio's perfect high school senior girl
cont. from p. 1
Modeling Course; Kodak Pocket Instamatic
30 Camera Outfit; Royal All Expense-PaiTrip to Mobile, Alabama." from the
program.
"National Sponsors: 'We Believe in
Youth': Kraft Foods, Chicago, Illinois; John
H. Breck, Inc., Wayne, New Jersey; Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.; Holiday Inn
R." from the program.
d

The Dream: Nationals

"Kathy Bosko was telling us that at the
National Breck has a room and, I guess they

said it was Jaqueline
hairdresser ".

Kennedy's

"Yeah, the one she had flown in from
Paris, and you can go in any time during the
two weeks and he'll do anything you want done
to your hair."

"It's

a

girl's dream."

"And there's a Kraft room with all kinds of
Kraft food anything imaginable mmm!
And then they have a cot so you can lie down
when you get sick! You can go any time and
eat as much as you want."
Interviewer: "It really sounds like a

dream."
"It does, it does.

Even this is a
just being here. But the girl who
gets this crown really deserves it."
several contestants, in conversation.
"Career or ambition you have chosen and
why: 'I am a born again Christian and my life
has been dedicated to the service of the Lord.
As of now I feel compelled to enter a career
dream-come-tru-

e,

in

either criminal or international law.' "

Cynthia Marie Meyer, 1974 Ohio Junior
Miss, on her entry blank.
"Career or ambition you have chosen and
why: 'I have chosen the field of Music
Therapy because I believe my musical
talents have been given to me by God to be
used for His Glory. I think the best way I can
use these talents is to help other people. I
plan to work with retarded children, teaching
them to read, through music' " Suzanne
Engle, on her entry blank.
"Please relate below any interesting facts
about yourself
.This past summer
our club at school "Community Affairs"
gave us the opportunity to visit New York
City
we visited Greenwich Village, and
my heart went out to some of the homeless
tramps. I've read about such walks of life,
but to actually see and experience the sights
was incredible!
The Statue of Liberty impressed me the
most because of what it represents. A proud
woman dressed in a loose fitted robe and in
her arm grasps a tablet bearing the date of
the Declaration of Independence. Climbing
the stairs to her crown was exhausting and
rewarding because as I looked out across our
great country I realized for the first time
how fortunate for me to be an
"An
American"!'
Jayne Ann Thompson, on her

...:'..

...

entry blank.
The Nature of

see their (the host family's) smiling la
go home and just plop on the bed and i:
T.V. "One night we had a burping come;
was really hilarious."
--

"Here's more food."
"I asked for a coke.

one?''

Did

I

ask

yo:

several contestants

conversation.
"Junior Miss selection throughout
nation suggests forcibly to the general;,
that our teenage girls are gene:,
intelligent, charming, talented, and of:
moral character. . . . The youth of toda;
tuned in and turned on to the mainstrer
life in a vital and very exciting way
Robert Cordray, M.C., on Friday nig-- :
"We had a philosophy course (at
was just fantastic; we had Jon;:
Livingston Seagull as one of our textbook;
lotof times we'd relate it to Aristotle, or:
we could relate it to the philosophy of
Sartre, how he felt on the world, and
feelings that men were greedy. Aristotle
the good life and the bad life and things
this. You could take things like this or
Jonathan that really amazed you. Also
into reincarnation. . . ." Kathy Bosk:
conversation.
"Perkins Pancake House, where Din;- -:
always a pleasure 7 days a week. Wek
Jr. Miss Contestants! We feature: Stfe
Pancake:
Ham, Fish, Chicken . .
Specialty! We are all proud of Kim Of
Knox Jr. Miss 1974." an advertisemer
the program.
"Though I sound that I might be lit:
I'm not as liberal as I sound, or that It
maybe I am. I have my own set values
myself, and what I believe in, and, just
the pot smoking and that, so I don't
them or anything, you do your t
and I'll do mine, but when they start doic
to where they're affecting or harming ot
people, yes, somebody ought to come in;
takehold." Kathy Bosko, in conversat
coll-tha-

t

.

a

Miss

"All I've done for the past week is to go
home and laugh my butt off, all for the rest of
the night; I have a blast.
It's nice to go and

...

re-conde-

mn

'Puritan Paige'
"Talent presentation: 'Patriotic
Help Mend America."

Led"-"Pleas- e

Orig-Speec-

h,

Play own background music
made own prop. ' " Jan Holter, on her m
blank.
"Please relate below any interesting '!
.My friends k;
about yourself .
several nicknames for me; among these fr,
Paigie Pooh and Puritan Paige. The
resulted from the fact that whenever Is;
upset about something, I say "Oh, P;i
which really amuses my friends. The set'
one came from when we read The SW
Letter, and my views seemed to be similJj,'
those of the Puritans (except for my blif'J
dancing!).' " Paige Hagwood, on here11'

,

--

I

t- -r

j

..:'..

:

.

blank.
'I haven't run across a Junior Miss I";
acted so proper and Drim all the time Hi'
just not Junior Miss. Junior Miss ;
somebody who appears to be very nice- -:
know, very outgoing, but when you reall?'j
to know her she looks like she'd have a '0l
things up her sleeve." Kathy Bosko.
.,
conversation.
No. 29Summit County Junior MisB'.
Elaine HoffmanParents: Mr. & Mrs.
R. HoffmanTalent:
Sewing" fr""1 "j
program.
"The Kraft Talent Award is given i"
:

;

:

L
Phyllis Vanarsdale displays her talent

in

Friday night competition.

;

1

1
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U

"All Quiet on the Western Front" (1930)
Lew Ayres, Slim Summerville, directed by
Lewis Milestone. "Based on the Remarque
novel, one of the first sound pictures, "All
Quiet" was greeted by hawks with picket
lines and vituperation by the press." It is the
story of World War I and the realization that
war is not all glory and heroics. It is told
from the viewpoint of young German
soldiers, and Lew Ayres, who played one of
the soldiers, became a pacifist as a result of
his participation in the film.

"LeJourse Leve"

(1939) subtitled. Jean
Arletty, directed by
Marcel Carne. "Long out of circulation in
the United States, 'LeJourse Leve' exhibits
directorial and photographic finesse in
making its tragic impact felt. A series of
flashbacks reconstructs a murder and the
story of the lives caught up in this fateful
act." Roger Manvell writes, "A poetic
human
of
authentic
intensification
. few films in the
history of
experience
cinema have managed to convey human
emotion and suffering so powerfully or so
Gabin, Jules Berry,

.

.

sensitively."
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contestant responds to applause with a cheerful wave.

sMiss

contestant who, in the eyes of the

appropriately
Kraft Hostess
competition. Beth chose 'The Lifestyle
wteryear' as one that could be conveyed
festive manner, befitting a party
:;oung
adults. She carried out her theme,
'Jut
J"
was part of her ancestry, with
games such as Ducking
for
Skip to my
'X
Lou, and a Taffy Pull,
5
'"ingahayride. Her refreshments, too,
her heritage as well as being

presented the most
Redout party plan in the

onal

--ti-
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ual,
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rlul,

well-balance-

and

d,

attractive.

herself to be an original,
Jve and
very charming young hostess,
deserving the 1974 Kraft Hostess
ert
Cordray, Friday night.
showed
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doing

here?"

Swing's

whatldo and what I want to
?e. So I thought I'd do that
.
I'm
owtheU.S.A. Queen of Sewing and I've
",,fe Sln?er styling Contest,
and the
.jnery Ward and U.S. Wool Awards,
TiisSeW'ngmy way through college. . . .
;;L!s,t,1enrst pageant I've ever been in,
thinkI'd even make it this far. On
lav
,tj.nif twhen I met all the girls and saw
-
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Perfo:

thought, 'Oh no, what am

I

e.' but its really been
Beth Hoffman, after Saturday
finance.
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they messed up they'll start
wna'he whole bit. But I think
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Vanarsdale, after Friday night's

performance.
"Talent Presentation: 'I choreographed a
routine to "Dogpatch". My
climax is upside down dancing. ' " Melynda
Straub, on her entry blank.
"You become so much closer with your
tap-acrobat-

ic

parents because

you

feel you've

accomplished something. Sometimes I
wonder, am I really the daughter my parents
raised me to be, you know, you go through
different problems and you wonder, do they
but when something
want to disown me.
like this happens, oh, they're so proud of
you." Ginny Albaugh, in conversation.
"It's been a lot of moments, happy
moments not all happy; but all precious
KathyBosko, on stage Friday.
moments."
"I'd like to close with something my father
has always held so close to me: 'If you can't
be a highway, then just be a trail; if you can't
be a sun, be a star. Because it isn't by size
that we succeed or fail, it's by being the best
of whatever we are.' Thank you very
much." Kathy Bosko, on stage Saturday.
Interviewer: "How do you feel now that it's
.

over?"
"I'm

"The Loves of Isadora" (1969). Vanessa
Redgrave, directed by Karel Reisz. "The
Loves of Isadora" is the story of Isadora
Duncan, a dancer whose dancing was so
personal that it defies classification. The
film traces Isadora's life mainly through her
love affairs, which include Paris Singer (of
Singer sewing machines) and a lunatic
Russian poet who drinks vodka like water.
Although the film dwells mostly on Isadora's
erotic life, there are some good dancing
sequences. The time the film spans is the
first quarter of the century and takes place in
Europe, with lovely evocations of summers
on the Riviera and winters in Moscow. The
rather gruesome last scene is worth seeing
if only to see the longest scarf ever worn.

is

.

Phyllis Vanarsdale,
after Saturday night's performance.
"From here I'm going home. I have two
term papers due Monday that I have to deal
with." Cynthia Meyer, the winner, after
Saturday's performance.
"Interviewer: "Do you know what you'd be
majoring in, like maybe Physical Education
or something?"
"No. Probably English or Psychology."
Friday's
after
Vanarsdale,
Phyllis
performance.
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Lark 's song striking yet unclear
by Loring
I went to see a lark spread her wings last
weekend; her song was striking but unclear.
Despite some very good individual
performances by Jane Hershcopf as Joan,
Robert Allen as Warwick, Blake Axtell, and
Joseph Hall, the editing job done on The
Lark, directed by Vern Oakley, causes it to
lose much of its modern effectiveness. One
is forced to wonder if Anouilh's name should
even be included in the credits. Artistic
license is a very effective tool when used
wisely, but it takes a cautious and thoughtful
hand, especially when used to adapt any sort
of written material. Many of the more
contemporary aspects of the play, as
and
dialogues
developed in certain
characters, have been completely (or

nearly) cut from this performance.
An important chunk of dialogue between
and

Warwick

Cauchon--on-

which

e

both

elucidates their respective characters and
further helps define the force controlling the
mob--ha- s
neither
edited with
been
understanding nor compassion. The scene
with Charles, Agnes, Yolande, and the Little
Queen, which says so much about women and
and
effectiveness
importance
their
throughout history and life, was entirely left
out. Unfortunately, it is in this omitted scene

that the character of Charles, the Dauphin,
becomes real and convincing. In Anouilh's
play a key function of the Inquisitor is to point
out the real enemy of the Inquisition; namely,
the love man feels for his fellow man. But his
function has here been obscured beyond
recognition. This editorial action serves to

confuse

and

render hopelessly

indistinguishable all but the religious anti-herthematic overtone displayed in Joan.
The Inquisitor's character, as well as
Charles' (not to mention the omitted Agnes
and the Little Queen), are left entirely
undeveloped or completely warped. Many of
o

the remaining characters' dialogues
altered as well, which further confc;
Anouilh's intentions. In short, the product
reduced Anouilh's highly intellectual:

sometimes ironic, contemporary

render;

of the legend of Joan of Arc to a staff
homely nakedness. Only the characters
Joan and Warwick stand out as coherent
Although the production its;
the actual performance, was well
script severely muddled the tu:
of most of the characters, and ere;:
severe obstacles to one's understanding
any sort of thematic intent
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Photo show: no surprises
by VKaren PI
Stern
The student photography show at Colburn
Gallery offers us a look at the
accomplishments of those who have been
.fortunate enough to secure a place in one of
Michael CBrien's classes: The student
photography boom has arrived at Kenyon. In
speculating on possible reasons
for
L

photography's
impressive
current
popularity I've come up with the following
idea: a growing modern alienation from the
present moment caused partly by an

OYER THE HILL

increasingly, intense sense of an
as generally inflicted by commerc
photography, movies, and television, t
much to do with our new and growing des:
or need to take pictures. A photograph
lasting embodiment of one of those mome--- :
we are finding it so difficult to apprecii
these days. Each photographed moment
permanence,
given
importance, t
identification with our concept of the
id;-imag-

e,

i-

-';

j

Mi-imag-

e.

I

With photographs may or may not

fulfil-

-

need this basic, there are definite funcfic
they perform for the student body at K?
Taking a negative outlook on photograpi
y
one might observe that it is the one
kids fr':
which all
liberal families, who think they're distil
to become artists and who populate thf.picturesque grounds, can attempt art ever.
they possess no more in the way of talenttk
the patience and determination to mil,
technically polished prints (this is NOT
say that good photography takes no tals.
Only that it can be done badly less obvious-than can other mediums in visual art.)
medi-b-

upper-middle-cla-

ss

-.

by Kevin Fitzgerald and Dick Smith
Have I got a deal for you?!.
Is your elephant run down or skinny? Has your platypus stopped laying? Well, trade
them in; it's exactly what most zoos are doing these days. The American Association of
Zoological Parks and Aquariums annually holds a swapfest to enable members to rid
themselves of excess animals and obtain breeding stock. Members can exchange unwanted
animals for species needed to complete collections or increase herd sizes. A dikdik for an
armadillo? Sounds like a collossal game of Go Fish.

Halftime entertainment...

,

Tt--

;

many of us would-b- e
artists are attracted
it. But, undeniably, photography express-much more directly and immediately tt,
other mediums what we want to say about a
lives here at Kenyon. While the painters C
up there in Bexley Hall slapping paint
their canvasses, the photographers are'--

j

,

;

At the University of California at Irvine, basketball fans can "shoot for a 'Z'." During
the halftime ceremonies at U.C. Irvine's basketball games, three people are randomly
A basket brings a "bucket
selected from the stands to shoot one shot from
seat"
and the rest of the associated Datsun240Z automobile as well. Pan American University in
keeping with thelean times of the energy crisis, give away bicycles at their games, and the
manufacturer is considering giving a bicycle built for two at P.A.U.'s upcoming double
header with Texas A. & M.
mid-cour- t.

i

Golden Arches over U.C.??
The Tangeman Center of the University of Cincinnati now contains within it the largest
McDonald's Restaurant in the nation. The UC McDonald's replaces the cafeteria style food
service which previously occupied the center. This is the first time outside contractors have
been used in a student union building, UC's food service coordinator claims. The change was
effected to obtain a wider variety of food for UC students.

;

Ken?
shapping those quintessestial
experiences which are found nowhere
Keep that in mind when you go seethe sit'!
at Colburn. This is an exhibit which does
really deserve judgment as something
than a show about Kenyon.
J
--

j

e'-,-

:j

j

j

It will not surprise you, and much of itf'
may find quite ordinary, but it works s j
total picture of life here, (which, one rnt',
admit, rarely approaches the exception
As the photographs were not labelled at'
time I saw them. I cannot single them out, Kj
many general trends exist in the
group: much work strives for a Diane Art-effect, and only a few achieve it; some',
achieve it don't seem to have intended if' J
s
in partic
Pictures of
dominate the content, along with s0
landscape, and much that tries to be cs'
It seems to be quite hard for
being eiti'
photographers
to avoid
monotonous or trendy, but the pictures'
that have succeeded do so quite nice-;j

,

Do

people still get pinned?

AtOtterbein they do, and have it put in print to boot. The"Who's Whose" column in the
Otterbein "The Tan and Cardinal" keeps track of all those who become lavaliered C)
pinned, engaged, married, or anything else relevant socially. The newspaper kindly prints
the announcements free of charge.

people-student-

i

(

Is it the sheriff? No,

it's

the Blue Max...

5

b-

-:

:

The Ohio State Highway Patrol has announced a new program that will
create "ace"
patrolmen. Each time a patrolman apprehends a stolen vehicle, he will receive a lightning
bolt decal to display on his cruiser's fender. Five lightning bolts make an ace and the ton bolt
'
winner of the year will get the Blue Max Award. Look out Red Baron.

jdtsF1'1.
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merit,

the show worn

almost eloquent expression of whatever
that makes Kenyon itself.
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Swimmers top OWU, lose
to Allegheny over wire
by Kevin McDonald

j

policy
in sight

WKCO

'

d:

shift

managerial board met with its
last Saturday to announce several

WKCO's
stiff
policy

changes in the

interests

of moving

greater degree of professionalism
in broadcasting
and management.
Under WKCO's new constitution granted a
trial approval by the Journalism
Board, new rules for the election of general
manager will be put into effect. Greg Widin,
former general manager, pointed out that the
new rules place an importance on previous
work for the station, since elections will be
voted on by the general
staff, and not the
Journalism Board. Membership lists will be
posted at the station.
Chris Zingg, music director, stated that
all DJ's will be required to play a
certain
numberof album cuts from a selected list of
new released
reflecting varied musical
tastes. This policy is being instated to
familiarize DJ's with new releases, to
facilitate the drawing up of station popularity
charts, since certain cuts would be heard
more frequently
than others, and to keep in
goodfavor with record distributors, since in
thepasta lack of positive response from the
station has resulted in the distributor's
cutting off the station's record supply.
Mr. Zingg, a freshman, noted that he feels
too many
old records are being played, and
record choice is often so heterogeneous that
few songs
are played more than once per
week, forcing
him occasionally to present an
accurate playlist to record distributors.
The new
policy, then, will tend to alleviate
toward' a

one-ye-

ar

"us problem.

Regarding news

programs, the suggestion
raised that taped Public Service
Announcements be played as a break in the
hourly newscasts.
This met resistance,
fme feeling that it would confuse the
was

listeners,

already

others that

newscasts

were

exceeding their time limits and the
announcements could be more effective
e'sewhere. Marc Speiser,
programmer,
jounced that Community News will be
woadcast thrice daily, at 9:30 a.m., 9:30
"J-- and 12:30 a.m.
News department
.

officials also released

kct that certain recorded news features
J"atWKCO
receives will be aired. DJ's will
required

to

air these programs

at

winKlar times--th- e
particular program
assigned by a news director. The
nata
' teSe pr6rams, aimed at a general
coll ege
or university
audience, was
c
"Pared to "In the Know," a
news
CBrm Presented Saturday mornings on
5-min-

petween

ute

cartoon shows,

come-from-behin-

-

measures are unsucessful,
KCr
tK,""'11 be forced to leave the air until a
manent solution
is found.

d

11:41, Niles Keeran who won the 50 yard
swam well in
and Tom Von
Shrader who placed in the 50 and 100 yard

freestyle, Don Constantino who
both relays and the backstroke,
freestyles.
Co-capta-

Charlie

in

Porters varsity record

Jones

broke

Phil

in the optional diving
with an outstanding performance. He also
took first in the required diving. The other
captain, Rich James
the pool
record in the 200 yard backstroke with a time
of 2:04.2. Perhaps the best performance of
the night was turned in by junior Jed Davis
who won the 200 yard freestyle with an
excellent 1 :53 and came from behind to win
the 200 yard butterfly. With only the
backstroke and 100 free as a rest, he came
back in the 500 yard freestyle swimming
exhibition and left the field behind with an
impressive time of 5:11.
Other good efforts against Wesleyan came
from Jim Keeran who won the 200 I.M.,
Bruce Morton who won the 100 free, and Tom
Hazlett who finished second in the 200
breast. Also encouraging was the fine
performance of Bill Cassidy who made his
first appearance since first semester back
trouble. Bill swam well on both relays and
came from behind to place second in the 200
free and 200 butterfly.
The Lords face Miami here Friday and are
at Wittenberg on Saturday.
re-brok-

e

Social chairman Dougherty
discusses plans for semester
Michael Dougherty, the new chairman of
the Social Committee, hopes that through an
upswing in student participation, social life
at Kenyon will see some improvements.
Mike plans to have regular open meetings at
the new student center, a location that he
hopes will develop into a "focal point" on
campus.- - Regular "open" meetings of the
Social Committee would be held at the new
student center and input from interested
students will shape the course that the
committee follows, within the confines of the
budget allocated.

Mr. Dougherty has some tentative ideas
circulating in his mind. Particularly, he
wants to set up a student fund that would come
out of the Social Committee budget so that a
dormitory could draw on it and provide itself
social function. Also
with a
appreciative of the traditional aspects of
Kenyon's social life, he intends to have two
big social weekends this semester. For
Winter weekend, he has planned Tom Rush.
Dougherty's other ideas include bringing a
comedian like Robert Klein to campus. He is
talent show, with
in favor of an
small prizes; "like a free ticket to a SOMF
party, or something along those lines." He
would also like to see a bus service to
concerts in neighboring areas. He has
spoken to the administration and it is likely
that college buses will be made available for
transportation. He prefers a large bus but
non-alcohol-

the cost is prohibitive. He would also like to
see a formal dance on campus.
Mr. Dougherty noted that since Kenyon
turned coed, a reshaping of the social life
was necessitated. "Fraternities cannot be
solely responsible. The rest of the campus
has got to get some sort of idea or feeling of
what they want. . . . The social life we used to
have here was definitely more traditionally
oriented. We haven't really identified what
shape the life is going to be . . . nobody's
really made the effort."
The first open meeting of the Social
Committee will be today, Thursday, at the
new student center.

ic

all-scho-

ibson. station manager, alerted the
staff
WKC0 was interfering with TV
rece r
ln the Gambier area- Measures
arehl
W'ng taken to
eliminate this problem,
Ul6Se

Last weekend, the Kenyon Swimming
Team had its first home appearance as it
knotched an impressive win over Ohio
Wesleyan University on Friday night. On
Saturday afternoon there was another
"home" meet with Allegheny College which
the Lords lost by a sizable margin.
Saturday's meet was a "telephone" meet.
Those of you who have never seen one haven't
missed much. What happened was Allegheny
swam at Allegheny and Kenyon swam here,
and then the coaches compared times over
the phone after the meet. Allegheny won by
almost 30 points, but the score is not very
realistic. For example, Allegheny took first
and second in both diving events, and while
different stop watches may behave the same
between states, diving judges almost never
do. Aside from this, the Lords seemed a bit
tired from swimming the meet the night
before, and few of the times were as good as
Friday night's.
The most encouraging things in Friday's
victory over OWU were the excellent shape
the Lords were in and the progress of some
of the freshmen. The team obviously worked
hard in Florida as is evident from their tans
and a number of
finishes
in such events as the 200 butterfly and the 200
freestyle. A number of freshmen performed
well, such as Mike Piel who won the 1,000
yard freestyle with a much improved time of

ol
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SPORTS
Hockey team
strongest yet

L.

"1

13'

)

J
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This Friday afternoon at 5:45 p:
Kenyon's ice hockey team will host
University of Cincinnati at the Ice Chale;.
Westerville.
George Ewing and Tony Si
feel that this year's team is definitely:
best one since the club was started 15 yei'
ago. The team has three balanced lines !
compliment a talented defense. In past ye;:
the team has had enough talent for two
at best. However, this year there .j
added depth due to the addition of sever,
talented freshmen.
The Lords have their two goals,
returning from last year. Paul Abbey t'
Dave Grifith will be splitting time through
the season.
Happily, most of Kenyon's home gams
will be played at an earlier starting timetti
the midnight hour of past years. At 10:;
a.m. on February 3, the Lords will play t
University of Miami at the Ice Chalet. Tfc
year's schedule also includes games
Ohio
Wesleyan, Kent Staej
Otterbein, and of course Denison.
The drive to the Ice Chalet takes about 1,
minutes. Take Routes 3 and 36 south out t
Mt. Vernon. Continue on Route 3 throu?
downtown Westerville, and then turn '
--

!
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m
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Co-captai- ns

strc-line-

Sophomore Bob Kuzyk turned in one of the best Kenyon wrestling performances in the first
at 167. Captain Dave Utlak's
two meets, with powerhouses Heidelberg and Capital, losing
draw in the first meet and a forfeit comprised all of the Kenyon scoring.
3-- 2

Comeback falls short as
ONU edges Basketball

s,

)

w-Oberl-

in,

I

60-5- 8

2

ball-handlin-

lay-up-

two-thir-

g

s.

ds

36-2- 1

45-4- 0

foul-beridde-

hot-hande-

d

n

and with two minutes left Wurtz fed to a
driving Appleton for what appeared to be the
go ahead basket. It was cancelled by a
travelling call and with a minute to go Ohio
Northern had the ball out of bounds at the
Kenyon end holding a
lead. Wurtz and
Appleton pressed on the in bound pass and
Wurtz stole the ball and passed to Leonard
who tied the game for Kenyon a final time.
Spoiling the home team dramatics, the Polar
Bears tipped in an errant shot with one
second left in the game to preserve a victory
that once appeared so easy.
The second half performance is the kind
Coach Zak would be most pleased to see
more of. Finally a guard took charge (Wurtz)
and became a factor in the scoring; there was
strong rebounding, particularly by Meyer
and Appleton, who followed up their own
shots and those of the visitors; and the
overall defensive improvement was quite
evident. The amazing .833 Kenyon field goal
percentage in the second half also helped in
humbling the Polar Bears. Wurtz led the
team with 18 points and Appleton added 16.
Although Tim Appleton gave way to Glen
Ford of Muskingum in the OAC scoring race,
both he and Dave Meyer remain in the top ten
scorers and rebounders in the conference.
The team, with a
record going into
58-5- 6

5--

8

Saturday's Wooster game, must

demonstrate more of the
strength
seen in the second half Tuesday night in
order to capture a winning record. An
upcoming game of special interest is next
Tuesday's contest with Denison at the
Wertheimer Fieldhouse.
all-roun-

d

rig--

onto Schrock Road (just

befot'j
MacDonald's). Look for the Ice Chalet's sif
about a half mile down the road.

SCORES

Basketball
Bluff ton 74
Kenyon 70
Kenyon 63

Otterbein 93
Muskingum 69

Kenyon

57

Adrian

66

OWU 61
Kenyon 65

Kenyon
Kenyon
Marietta 80
Ohio Northern 60 Kenyon

Swimming
Denison 63
Kenyon 67

Allegheny 71

37
59
58

Kenyon 60
OWU 52
Kenyon 42

Wrestling
Heidelberg 45
Capital 43

Kenyon
Kenyon

2
6

,

The Kenyon basketball team broke a long
loss to
spell of poor basketball, in their
Ohio Northern Tuesday night, as a dramatic
second half comeback was almost enough to
give the Lords their first win in 4 games.
in the first quarter,
Falling behind 20-Kenyon displayed the same problems that
had plagued them in their previous losses.
The home team's poor shooting and
and the Polar Bears domination of
the boards turned the first half into a rout and
left little reason to believe Kenyon could
reverse the tide. The quick Ohio Northern
guards ran a crisp offense, stealing the ball,
driving past the defenders for easy
of their
Ohio Northern scored on
shotstto Kenyon's 40 percent) in building a
halftime lead.
The second half was all Kenyon however,
as they dominated play at both ends of the
court and steadily wore down the visitor's
by the end of the third quarter.
lead to
In the process Kenyon scored 19 points of
their own and gave up only 9. The Lords were
getting the offensive and defensive rebounds
and made their shots count, while the
Polar Bears went cold. Dave Meyer
aggressively dominated inside and Jim
Wurtzranthe team from his guard position
authority. In the final
with
quarter the Lords cut the Ohio Northern lead
to three when Mark Leonard passed to Meyer
who scored from beneath the basket. Two
free throws by Tim Appleton made the
difference one and the game was tied at 52 a
piece when Wurtz sank a 20 foot jumper.
Twice again Wurtz exchanged baskets with
Ohio Northern to keep the score tied at 56,

